
These two Aspirants are members of
one of fifty-five ethnic tribes of

Vietnam. They are from the Kon
Tum Province. 

The new “standard” breakfast
for Americans!

Typical Vietnamese style meal . . .Soup,
cooked vegetable, rice, and some kind of
mystery meat or fish. I think these were

chicken backs.

Week Two: Sunday — February 1, 2015
Franciscan Aspirant House
Thu Duc, Vietnam (Saigon)

You say To-Ma-To, I say To-Ma-To . . .

First of all, I must apologize for my faux pax in telling you
that I would be in Vinh City this week. I have to blame it on jet lag
caused by the fourteen hour time difference. And I suppose there is
also a little bit of that “Old Timers Disease” thrown into the mix as

well. For about my first three days
here I was convinced that I was
traveling to Vinh the very next
week. Finally the students and friars were gently and
diplomatically able to convince me that I would be here in Saigon
for two weeks before traveling to Vinh. Ahhh, the joys of getting
old!

I am happy that I did have this extra week here because it
allowed me to settle in and to begin getting acquainted with the
Aspirants. My first impressions are that they are all extremely
energetic and filled with enthusiasm for their Franciscan

vocations. And I have to say that their English skills are relatively good. The Friar Formation
Team has done an excellent job with inserting English into the daily
schedule. We have Mass in English two times a week and we pray the
Monday Evening Vespers in English as well. Every day, Morning Prayer
is begun with the traditional Franciscan Prayer, “We adore You, Lord
Jesus Christ. And by your cross and resurrection You have redeemed the
world.” It seems like a small amount but it really does make a
difference. 

And on the topic of meals, I can happily report that I have not
seen any more French Fries since my
first dinner. Unfortunately they seem
to now think that I can’t possibly
survive unless I have bread and hot
dogs a couple times each day! I have at least managed to
convince them that brown bread is better than white bread but
the hot dog thingy needs a little bit more convincing.
Truthfully, the so called hot dog is more like a meat paté
stuffed into a tube. God only knows what animal it came
from! The chicken eggs (I think they’re from a chicken) are a
nice treat. I get them two or three times a week in various
forms. Fortunately, each meal usually has a hearty vegetable



soup as well as some kind of cooked fresh vegetable. And, once in a
while there is some sort of meat. Rice is served three times a day but I
limit my intake because it is high in carbohydrates. Fear not! I am not
wasting away. I can certainly live off of the “fat of the land” for quite some
time.

So, on Saturday I was informed that there
would be no classes but rather we would all
enjoy a Camping Day. How nice! We’re going
to the beach, I thought. And possibly staying
overnight, thinks myself. That would be a big

negatori. It turns out that what we call camping is the Vietnamese version
of our Picnic Day. “You say to-may-to, I say to-mah-to.” So, we stayed
here at the seminary and the students played games all day. What an
adventure it was. I have never seen such creative games before. And it was
so marvelous to watch these eighteen to thirty year olds play like innocent children. They truly

enjoyed every moment. I couldn’t help but compare their simple
joy with what a typical American young adult group might do for
fun. I think the difference is like
night and day. 

I was told that the person
who conducted the games is
actually a professional recreation
instructor and he teaches the class

to the Aspirants twice a week.
The hope is that the students
will learn the games so that
they can use them with the young people they will minister to in
their future assignments. What a marvelous idea. 

This coming week I will
continue my classes with each
group. I hope to take individual
pictures of each student and then

put their names under the picture to help me learn who they are. I
will be going to Vinh City on Saturday, February 7th and so my
usual Sunday ritual of writing might be disrupted. Being in
unfamiliar surroundings is a wonderful challenge for me. I have
to learn to let go. I am not in control. As a matter of fact I am totally dependant on the good
Vietnamese Friars and students. The foreign sounds, sights, smells, and customs are like a
pending fog. I wait for it to embrace me and I rejoice!

Bruce


